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ABSTRACT

Attempts to understand physics beyond the Standard Model must face many

phenomenological constraints, from recent Z° data, neutral current rneasurements,

cosmology and astrophysics, neutrino experiments, tests of lepton- and ba.,yon-
}

•mmaber conservation and CP violation, and many other ongoing experiments. The

most interesting models are those which are allowed by current data, but offer pr_

dictions which can soon be experimentally confirmed or refuted. Two classes of such

models are explored in this dissertation. The fu_t, containing an extra U(1)' gauge

group, has a dark matter candidate which could soon be detected. The second, in-

corporating supersymmetry with R-parity violation, predicts rare Z° decay_ at LEP;

some of these models can already be ruled out by LEP data and gluino searches at

the Tevatron.
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I. PHENOMENOLOGY IN THE PRE-SSC ERA

All we've got is this moment, the 2lst Century's yesterday.
- INXS, "Need You Tonight"

A. _¢'HERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
l

The success of the SU(3)c ® SV(2)w ® V(1)y Standard Model in the 19!i'0's and

1980's provided a Welcome understanding of the profusion of "elementary" particles

then known. All experimental data to this day has proven consistent with the

Standard Model, and of the 18 free parameters in the theory (3 coupling constmlts,
i

10 masses, 4 Kubayashi-Maskawa angles, and the Higgs vev), only the masses of the

top and the Higgs have not yet been determined. We need to better understand the

non-perturbative aspects of the theory, notably low-energy QCD and topological

effects, but this seems largely a matter of developing better mathematical tools. We

need to confirm the existence of the top quark and the Higgs boson, but this seems

just a matter of building a large enough accelerator (such as the Superconducting

Supercollider). A generation of physicists has grown up with no inexplicable data

to ponder, no experimental signpost pointing to fundamentally new understanding.

Faced with this situation, physicists have taken several different routes. Some

work on the poorly-understood aspects of the Standard _Model mentioned above.

Some are trying to incorporate quantum gravity, presumably at the experimentally

. unattainable Planck scale. Some look to the cosmos for unsolved problems, such as

inflation, dark matter, and the solar neutrino dearth, which may point the way to

new physics. Finally, some try to build larger models which encompass the Standard

Model, and which predict new physics just around the corner.

There are esthetic reasons to believe in physics beyond the Standard Model.

Perhaps the most compelling is the hierarchy problem, the vast gap between the
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weak scale (-_ IOOGeV) and the Planck scale (or the GUT scale), which seems

to require an extreme fine-tuning of the Higgs mass. Technicolor theories avoid

this problem by doing away with fundamental scalars, replacing them with fermion

condensates. Supersymmetry (SUSY), on the other hand, provides for cancellation

of scalar and fermion loops above the SUSY-brea_ing scale, relaxing the need to fine-

tune the Higgs massi Since susY must be broken near the weak scale, one may still
i

ask why this lies so far below the Planck scale, but supergravity theories provide

some :motivation here. At present there is no complete technicolor model which

agrees with experiment, so many theorists believe supersymmetry must appear at

energies below a TeV.

Another reason to expect physics beyond the Standard MOdel is the apparent

running of the gauge couplings towards a single value at very high energies (_

1016GEV), sugg_._ting that a simple gauge group describes physics above this "grand

unification" (GUT) scale. Embedding the Standard Model gauge group in a simple

GUT group would also explain why hypercharges are discrete. Such discreteness, as

manifested in the neutrality of the hydrogen atom and the cancellation of triangle

anomalies, cannot be explained in a model with a U(1) factor. The first, and

simplest, proposed GUT group was SU(5), which gave predictions for proton decay

and the Weinberg angle which are now experimentally ruled out. It is too often

overlooked, however, that a supersymmetric SU(5) theory correctly predicts the

Weinberg angle, and predicts a slower proton decay rate which is not ruled out by

experiment.

Cosmology and astrophysics have also provided motivation for physics beyond

the Standard Model. Most compelling in this area is the evidence for non-baryonic

dark matter. From galactic rotation curves, we know there is far more mass in

galaxies than can be accounted for by luminous stars; at least one-fifth of the mass
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needed, in fact, to close the universe (i.e. _ >_ .2). Theoretical prejudice, for

example from inflationary models of the early universe, would place _ = 1, but that

is 100 times more mass than we see in luminous stars. Furthermore, the success

of standard nucleosynthesis calculations precludes the possibility that this missing

mass is baryordc, so we are forced to conclude that 99% of the universe consists of

• some "dark matter" which iJ not in the Standard Model!

These reasons to believe in physics beyond the Standard Model are very non-

specific in their predictions, leaving model-builders tremendous leeway. However,

it is not easy to write down a new model which addresses the above issues, yet

is close enough to the Standard Model at low energies to be consistent with all

known'experiments. It is even harder to develop such a model with interesting

and attainable experimental predictions for the near future. The SSC will almost

certainly shed some light on the future direction of physics, but we of the Pre-SSC

Era must m_e do with the experiments we have.

The next section gives a brief overview of some experimental constraints every

model must face. The following chapters describe two classes of models which are

currently allowed, but make predictions which will soon be verifiable. The first,

containing an extra U (1)_ gauge group, has a dark matter candidate which could soon

be detected. The second, incorporating supersymmetry with R-parity violation,

predicts rare Z° decays at LEP; some of these models can already be ruled out by

LEP data and gluino searches at the Tevatron.

B. EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS

What follows is necessarily a cursory and incomplete listing of some important

phenomenological constraints (as of April 1990) which any model must respect. Far

more information and reference_ can be found in the Particle Data Book [1].
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1. Z° Mass, Width, and Decays
r ,

One exciting recent development in experimental high energy physics is the pro-

duction of _ 10s Z°'s (by the end of 1989) at LEP (CERN), with up to l0 Texpected

in the near future. Combined results from ALEPH, L3, OPAL and DELPHI [11for

the Z° mass (90.9-4-.4 GeV) and width (2.534 :£:.027 GeV)_ightly constrain sin 20w o

and p, and limit the number of new particles lighter than Mz/2. In particular,

the number of light neutrino species, N_ = 3.10 :t=.09, casts strong ¢,oubt on the

existence of a fourth generation.

No new particleshave been seen in Z° decays, so any postulated visible particle

Which couples to the Z° (such as a SUSY chargino) must be heavier than 45GEV.

The branching ratios for Z° _ e+e -, Z° --_ #+#-, and Z° _ r+r - have confirmed

the principle of universality. A lower limit of 24 GeV has been placed on the Standard

Model Higgs mass [2] from non-observation of the decay Z° --_ h°v_,. Searches for

Z° --* hA and Z° _ Z°h, where h and A are the lightest scalar and pseudoscalar

Higgs fields of supersymmetry, are powerful tests of the Minimal Supersymmetric

Standard Model.

A similar wealth of data on W _: physics should become available when LEP II

begins operation.

t

2. Neutr_! Currents

Measurements of n_utral-current cross-,u_ctions[3], notably neutrino scattering

from isoscalar nuclei, accurately determine the Weinberg angle, sin 2 0W = 0.228 4-
•

.004 and the p parameter, p = 1.001 4-.007. A comparison with the results from

the Z° and w ± masses and the Z° width puts an upper limit on the top quark

mass, m t < 168GEV. The value for sin 2 0W is inconsistent with the standard SU(5)

theory, but agrees with the supersymmetric SU(5) prediction, p _ 1 indicates
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that electroweak Symmetry breaking occurs predominantly through Higgs doublets.

These results also constrain the mass Of a Z' boson and its mixing 0_ax with the Z°;

while the constraints are model-dependent, we have roughly M z, > 129GEV and

lO=xi< 0.20.

The GIM mechanism insures that neutral currents are flavor-conserving in the
qt

limit of degenerate quark masses, correctly predicting the rarity of such flavor-

changing neutral current (FCNC)processes as K L _ p+ #- and K ± --+ _r±f,v. The

strangeness-changing K L - K s mass difference is also a calculable GIM violation

which arises from the charm quark mass, Theories of physica beyond the Standard

Model often fail because they predict unacceptable flavor-changing neutral currents.
',

3 Cosmological Constraints

Assuming a big-bang scenario for the early universe, all _particle species initially

existed in thermal equilibrium number densities. Massless or light stable particles

(e.g. photons, light neutrinos) would today have a number density n o _ T3, where

To = 2.7 K. From this we calculate f2.r = 10-5 in photons, and if neutrinos had a

mass of 65eV we would find flu = 1. The equilibrium number density of a heavier

stable particle would decrease rapidly as the universe cooled below the particle's

mass, but at some point the particles would fail to annihilate rapidly enough to

maintain thermal equilibrium, and would "freeze out". A LeesWeinberg calculation

of the present mass density then gives roughly f_ _ (10 -9 GeV-2)/(aAVl; e.g. a

4 GeV neutrino would also give fl_ = 1. These two dark matter candidates, an 65 eV

" neutrino and a 4 GeV neutrino, typify "hot" and "cold" dark matter. Masses in

between are forbidden by astrophysical measurements of the deceleration parameter

q0, giving fl < 2.

Standard nucleosynthesis calculations correctly predict the current abundances
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of light elements. These calculations require the universe to be radiation dominated

in the MeV era, limit the number of light (< MeV) particle species, and tightly

constrain the currentbaryon number density (ns/n. Y - 3 x 10-1°). The latter

provides a strong argument against baryonic dark matter. The source of the baryon
,. s

asymmetry is still a mystery, but it is known that _baryogenesis requires a non-

equilibrium CP- and B-violating process. The decay of superheavy GUT particles "

provides such a process, but if this decay occurs too early, any asymmetry would be

wiped out by inflation.

If a Lee-Weinberg calculation for a hypothetical particle predicts f_ _ 1, it
,.

is tempting to postulate that the particle constitutes the galactic halos, so that

its local density (0.3GEV]' cm 3) and velocity (_ = 10-3) are known. Dark matter

detectors then tightly constrain its interaction cross-section with ordinary nuclei;

for dark matter particles of mass 10Ge.V to 10TEV this cross-section must be less

than a picobarn. A fourth-generation Dirac neutrino between 10GEV and 1.4 TeV

thus cannot constitute the halo.

Phase transitions which occurred as the universe cooled could strongly influence

the mass distribution today. A phase transition could be responsible for inflation,

which solves the horizon, flatness, and monopole problems. Topological defects

which arise from post-inflation phase transitions, such as domain walls and GUT-

scale monopoles, generally overclose the universe, but cosmic strings are allowed

and could explain the seeding of galaxies. The effects of the QCD phase transition

(_ 200 MeV) are still not well understood, though it is postulated that quark nuggets

or black holes could be formed in the process.

Recent COBE data shows the microwave background is extremely uniform, and

precisely fits a blackbody spectrum. Particles, hypothetical or known, which would

decay after the photon decoupling must not alter this spectrum. These data also
i
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show that structure (i.e. proto-galaxies and galactic clusters) did not appear until

after the eV-era (Z = 3000), yet large-scale maps of the umverse show walls and

bubble-like structures out to hundreds of megaparsecs today, a_ld quasars which

. formed as early as Z - 4.7. The distribution of matter in the universe appears to

be inconsistent with hot dark matter, and may not agree with cold _dark matter,

either. Fermionic hot dark matter (e.g. 65eV neutrinos) is also disfavored because

dwarf galaxy halos appear to contain more mass than would be allowed by Fermi

statistics.
i

Though the microwave background contains most of the electromagnetic en-

ergy density in the universe, diffuse background radiation has been measured over

much of the spectrum. There appears to be more X-ray background than can be

accounted for from known X-ray sources, providing a fertile ground for particle the-

ory speculation. Dn the other hand, any model with decaying hypothetical particles

must avoid producing more X-ray and gamma background than is observed.

The completion of the Keck Observatory, and the launch of the Hubble Tele-

scope in April 1990, should vastly improve our knowledge of the large-scale structure

and contents of the universe.

4. Astropl_ysical Constraints

Models of the sun, which incorporate data from helioseismology, sunspot cycles,

. and geological records of solar luminosity, predict a rate of neutrino output which is

several times larger than observed. One explanation is the cooling of the sun's core

by hypothetical WIMP's (Weakly Interacting Massive Particles), which are called

cosmions if they also constitute the dark matter. Cosmions are nearly excluded

now by dark matter detector experiments. Proposed new pa:ticles must, of course,

avoid cooling stars too much. Many models with Majorons (the Goldstone bosons of

7
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broken lepton number) fail because Majorons cool red giants; the solution is usually

to give the Majorons a mass.

Other solutions to the Solar Neutrino Problem provide grist for the theory mill.

An example is the MSW effect, in which neutrinos change species as they pass

through the sun, Detection of lower-energy neutrinos will soon test this idea.

The supernova SN1987A provided data on the neutrino output, luminosity *

curve, and structure of Type II supernovas. About l0 ss neutrinos × 6 species,

of average energy 10 MeV, should have been produced, carrying away most of the

star's original gravitational energy. The detection of about 10 _e's at Karnio_de

and IMB confirms this prediction_ supporting our models of supernova physics, and

limiting the amount of energy which could have been carried off by right-handed

neutrinos and other hypothetical particles. This argument gives a provisional limit

of Dv-< 10-*3btB on neutrino magnetic moments*, suggesting Dirac masses _2keV.

Arrival time data put limits on the electron neutrino mass, and constrain the de-

cay modes of neutrinos. For example, if the decay v, --, vet occurred within the

supernova, the luminosity would have been greater, while if it occurred between the

supernova and here, a cosmic background of such photons would have been detected.

5. Neutrinos

Any non-zero neutrino mass requires physics beyond the Standard Model, ei-

ther a new particle (v c) or lepton-number violation. Neutrino masses are currently

limited to 18 eV _ve, from tritium decay), 250 keV (vr, from rr-decay kinematics),

and 35 MeV (vr, from r-decay kinematics). One experiment at ITEP stubbornly

continues to report a value m(uc) = 25eV. Searches for neutrino-less double-_ decay

constrain the majorana mass of v, to be less than 2 eV.
,,,,, ,

*The cooling rate for red giants gives a more model-independent limit of/Jr 5. 10-1z/_B.
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Much stronger constraints on neutrino masses and lifetimes come from cos-

mology, supernova and red giant physics, pion decay (zr --+ eu_),,and gamma ray

background; from these arguments neutrinos above 65eV are excluded under very

general assumptions. Neutrino oscillation searches at nuclear reactors, at accelera-

tors, in the atmosphere, and in the sun constrain mixing angles and mass-squared

differences between generations. Many ambitious plans have been made for more

sensitive neutrino detectors in the near future.

' 6. Lepton- and Baryon-Nu_nber Conservation

While the Standard Model incorporates lepton- and baryon-number conserva-

tion automatically, most new theories must impose one or the other by hand (such

as R-parity), or explain why they are so small. Liquid scintillation detectors have

so far failed to observe proton decay (i.e. p ---, e+-r or p --_ zr+9), placing a lower

limit of about 1032y on the proton lifetime. The non-observation of processes such

as p- --, e- 7 or K L _/_+e- show that lepton number is highly conserved, while

searches for neutron o_cillations and nuclear decays show that baryon number is

highly conserved.

Note, however, that violation of a single generation of lepton number, i.e. only

electron number, would not permit any of the above processes, so it is not so tightly

constrained. However, in this case the electron neutrino would acquire a Majorana

mass, so neutrino mass limits provide constraints. Forward-backward asymmetries

" in e+e- collisions, Bhabha scattering , and muon decay also constrain the violation

of a single family number.

7. CP Violation

In the Standard Model, CP violation arises from a phase 6 in the Kobayashi-

Maskawa matrix, and from the 0QcD parameter.
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Prediction of CP violation from 6 requires knowledge of the other Kobayashi-

Maskawa mixing angles, which are found from various decay rates (including B-

mesons), deep inelastic neutrino scattering, and the unitarity condition; CP viola-

tion is seen in kaon decays, e characterizes CP violation in go_/_0 mixing [O(_f)],

while e' measures CP violation in decay amplitudes [C_(GF)]. Measurements of e

and ePconstrain CP violation arising from new physics; for example, models with "

a charged Higgs have CP-violating contributions from diagrams in which W ± is re-

placed by h _:. Further information on CP violation may come soon from studies of

B - B mixing and B-meson decays.

CP violation arises in QCD from an anomaly in the U(1)A rotation needed

to make the quark mass matrix real, and is characterized by a parameter 0QCD.

However, limits on the neutron electric dipole moment (d, < 10-25e- cm) show

that 8QcD < 10-s (the %trong CP problem'). One possible explanation is that

m_ - 0, but this appears to conflict with K and 7r mass measurements. Another

requires two Higgs doublets (as in supersymmetry), with a global Peccei-Quinn

symmetry, SU(3)instantons break the U(1)pQ, and drop 0QcD toa CP-conserving

minimum. However, the pseudo-Goldstone bosons of broken U(1)pQ, called axions,

are disallowed at the electroweak scale by direct searches, and at many other scales

by astrophysical and cosmological arguments. Negative axion searches now force

models of new physics to avoid a PQ symmetry. In supersymmetry, a/_H 1H 2 term

(needed for proper electroweak breaking) breaks U (1)pQ.

8. QCD and Hadronic Physics

At short distances , perturbative QCD can be studied in deep inelastic scattering

and high-energy hadron collisions to determine AQcD. Our understltnding of bound

systems is poorer, though helped in part by bag models, the chiral Lagrangian

10



formalism, and lattice QCD studies. Experiments at the Tevatron (Fermilab)[ 4'sl

have placed lower limits on the top quark mass (89GEV), gluino masses (74 GEV),

and squark masses (150GEV). Since many experiments necessarily involve QCD

• interactions (particularly at hadron colliders!), a better understanding of QCD would

greatly improve our ability to probe physics beyond the Standard Model.
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II, U(1)' DARKMATTER

Twinkle, twinkle, little star, / How I wonder what you are/
- "Th_ Star" (Jane Taylor)

A. INTRODUCTION

D

In addition to their Standard Model interactions, the known quarks and lep-

tons may interact via gauge bosons somewhat heavier than the W ± and Z°. Such

extra gauge bosons can be sought in particle accelerators, e.g. by direct produc-

tion at e+e- or hadron colliders, or by measuring deviations from Standard Model

predictions for neutral current and charged current phenomena. In this chapter

we demonstrate that present and future dark matter detectors provide powerful,

indirect probes for a Z'. Furthermore, searches can cover a large mass range,

Mz < Mz, _<2 TeV.

This probe rests on the assumption that the dark matter is a neutral Dirac

fermion ¢, which interacts with ordinary matter only through the Z', with coupling

strength

a' v_ (g_)_
S M_, (II.A._)

A freezeout calculation gives a relic abundance for ¢ of approximately

(1/ 66TeV)+-
_ = <_v>ho_ =t (n.A.2)

where

<_,) (G')_-- m_ (mc < Mz,) (II.A.3a)

(aAv),,,(g[)'/m2¢ (m_ > Mz, ) (II.A.3b)

and h 0 -- !2. Constraining g_ < x/_ limits us to thc region 1 GeV < m c < 40 TeV

12



This dark matter could be directly seen by germanium [6,z] (or superconduct-

ing granule [sI) detectors, Which register the nuclear recoil from an elastic collision

between ¢ and a nucleus. The coherent elastic scattering cross-section from Z_

exchange is:

~ (1+m,o/Mo°i (II.A.4)

where A is the atomic weight and MG, is the mass of '_he nucleus. This is co,ect

even for rn_, > Mz, , since the momentum t.ransfer is low. Eqs. (II.Ai2), (II.A.3a),
)

and (II.A.4) combine to give:

<,,.i-"(1+ _,o/M_,)_____(me < Mz') (II.A.Sa)
<,_~m$ IM_, (m,o> Mz, >Mae) (II.A.5b)

Thus, for m e < Mz, , a_ is large and constant when m c < Ma, , then drops as 1/m_o

at larger values, a_ increases again (as rna) for m e > Mz, , so it is possible to get

observable signals over large ranges of m e and Mz,. Our calculations show the most

likely regions for observable signals are:

I. 10GEV < rn¢ < 100GEV (mc < Mz, )

II. 400GEV < rn_ < 40TEV (mc > Mz, )

In this introduction we have argued that experiments searching for elastic scat-

tering of dark matter particles may allow for a probe of a new U(1)J gauge interac-

. tion. After an overview of some U (1)' models in Section B, we calculate cross-sections

in Section C for both Dirac and Majorana fermions. The results for Dirac fermions

(Sections C.1 and C.2) are close to experimental limits. In Sections D and E we

look at additional model-dependent constraints, and our results are summarized in

Section F.

13



B. U(1)' MODELS/

1. A Prototype U(1)'

The choice of a U (1)' will affect our final result for ¢_ by a small multiplicative

factor _, generally in the range ½ <_ ¢ <_ -_ (though ¢ <<::1 in cases of accidental
m

cancellation of the proton and neutron charges). We choose in this subsection a

prototype U(1)', for which we take _ - 1.

Consider SO(10) --. SU(5)® U(1)x. The SU(5)is taken to be the usual Georgi-

Glashow model, and we break U(1)x at roughly the TeV scale with a Higgs ¢ (from

a T'6) Our prototype U(1)' is then j'ust U(1)x, whose normalized charge is

S(t)=vlb8 (B-L - _Y) (II.B.I)

In addition to the 15 Standard-Model Weyl spinors (Q, Uc, D c, L, and Ec), the

16_of SO(10) contains an N _ which transforms under SU(5) ® V(1)x as (1, V/_s). A

term CNeN couples N c to an SO(i0) singlet N, giving rise to a Dirac fermion

V,'= (II.B.2)
N _

_b is our dark matter candidate, coupling to ordinary matter only through the ex-
,

change of a TeV-scale Z'.

We omit all couplings like LN*h _ which would make _b unstable, by imposing

some discrete symmetry (e.g. N ...., iN, N c -, -iN*), One can view such an

SO(10)-violating discrete symmetry two ways. The first is to simply accept the

low-energy model as it stands, with Yukawa couplings

E - QUCh _ + QD_h -F"nECh + CNeN (II.S.3)

and with the gauged U(1)x , without worrying about GUT embeddings (or even

supersymmetry). The second is to invoke the Hosotani break'ng mechanism, in

14



Which Yukawa couplings do not maintain the expected relations, and may vanish by

a discrete symmetry or for topological reasons. [9]

Another possibility we will consider, in the absence of the S0(10) singlet N, is

that N c forrrs a Majorana fermion. Since Majorana fermions 0niy have axial vector
8

couplings, they are much harder to detect.
,

W

2. Other Popular U(1)'s

Nothing in the calculations of Section C requires unification; h(,wever, in order

to sample some other U(1)s theories, we now consider several models which arise
,

from Es unification.

When Es breaks down

Es _ SO(I0)® U(i)o_ SU(5)® U(1)x ® U(1). (II.B.4)

the known particles can be embedded in three different ways* corresponding to

Georgi-Glashow la0], Flipped [11'x2]',and Doubly-Flipped SU(5)[ 13](see Table 1), and in

each case different symmetry-breaking mechanisms can lead to different low-energy

U(1)' symmetries. Any anomaly-free U(1)' can be characterized as I_(B-L)+ AY +

xP, where P is a variant of Peccei-Quirm symmetry. (B,L), Y, and P charges for

particl_ in the 2__.7are shown in Table 2.

Georgi-Glashow SU(5), broken by an adjoint Higgs (or the Hosotani mecha-

nism), has two leftover U(1) symmetries; we must choose one linear combination to

be our U(1)s. String phenomenolog_sts have three favorite choices, known variously

. in the literature as A, B, C [3]or r/, X, 11141 or Y"', Y", y_[ls]. Model B (X, Y")is iden-

ticaJ to our prototype S (1), discussed in the previous subsection. Model C (I, Y'),

'In addition to the embeddings of Table 11one can switch Dc #-, Bc, L _ H, and N c _ N.
Under this transformation, our symmetries transform as S(z) _ S(2), S(3) ,-. S(3), S(4) ,.. S(6),
S(5) .-. S(5), so we do not find any new candidate symmetries this way.
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i

i

22- e • e ¢ [(i,0,4)]
G-G: Q, Uc, E c Dc, L N c B c, h B, hc N

1-Flip: Q, Uc, N c Uc, L E c B c , hc B, h N

2-Flip: Q, Bc, N DC,h c N c UC,h B,L r_Ac

Table 1: Particle Assignments for the 2../7of Ee

L S ] "j3 A lc Q ....D e Uc L i_C"N c h h e B B _ N Norm"

" '1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 O 0 -2 2 0B-L 1 0 0 _ _ _ _ -_
i i -2 -I 1 '0 -*- I -i * O.Y 0 1 0 "_ _ 5 _ 2 _ _ "_

P ' 0 0 1 !3 2_3 2_a 1 0 0 -1 -1 -2_3 -4_3 2 _o
......... _ ..... )'1-

'S (x) 5 -4 0 1 -3 1 -3 1 5 2 -2 -2 2 0 V76

S (_) 0 2 5 2 4 2 _ 4 2 0 -6 -4 -4 -6 10

STM 10 -6 5 4 -2 4 -2 4 10 -2 -8 -8 -2 10 x/_"

S (4) 0 -2 1 0 0 2 2 -2 0' 0 -2 0 -2 2 V/'-_

S (5) 2 6 1 2 2 -4 -4 8 2 -4 2 -4 2 2

S (s) 1 -2 0 0 -1 1 0 -1 1 1 -1 0 0 0

S (r) 3 0 0 1 -1 -1 -3 3 3 0 0 -2 2 0 x/-_.,, .......

Table 2" Charges for Candidate U(1)' Symmetries

which we call S (2), is popular because the N c can take a large Majorana mass and

drive the neutrino mass seesaw mechanism; in that case our ¢ would have to consist

of N (if Majorana), or of N and an Es singlet P (if Dirac). Model A (77, Y'", or

YE[16]), which we call S (3), is the only one which arises from Hosotani breaking of

Es directly to the rank-5 group.

Flipped SU(5) ® U(1)x is broken to the Standard Model with Higgses in the

(10,-1) and (T'0, 1) representations, Depending on where these Higgses reside in

Es, they can leave different U(1)' symmetries unbroken. If they come from 27 and

2-7, they leave symmetry S (4), while if they come from a 7.._,they leave S (s). Doubly

16



Flipped SU(5)® U(1)x® U(1)n is broken to the Standard Model by Higgses in

the (1_.q,-1, 1) and (T0,1,-1) representations (from 27 and ._ ), which leave.yet

another U(1)' candidate, S (s).

, Finally, we consider S (_) = B-L, which comes, for example, from a Pati-Salam
s,

model.[ 1_] Our seven popular V(1)'s, with their [_, A, _] values, particlecharges,

" and normalizations, are listed in Table 2. '
,

C. CROSS-SECTION CALCULATIONS

1. A Light Dirac Fermion

In this subsection we predict the germanium scattering cross-section for a Dirac

fermion with m_ << ½Mz,. This is the most interesting case, since our results are

nearly model-independent and close to experimental limits. ¢ must consist of two

Weyl spinors of different U.(1)' charges; otherwise the calculations of Subsection 3

apply. Under our various candidate symmetries, we could take
i

¢(I),(4),(6),(7)__. , ¢(2),(3),(5)= (II.C.I)
N c p

where P is some other particle with zero charge under the relevant symmetry.

_b interacts with a germanium nucleus via a t-channel Z' exchange, as in Fig. 1.

The effective Lagrangian is:

£: = v_G' _/"(V_- A_,%)¢ G"_"t,(Vo, - Ac,'_s)Ge (II.C.2)
t,

Here V_ = Sc + SR and Ac = Sc- SR, where S c and SR are the U(1)' charges of

" _r_ and CR respectively. VGe is a sum of constituent charges,so it is of order the

atomic weight A = 72.6. Ao, (the "Gamow-Teller strength") is a sum of spins, so it

is of order the nuclear spin, which is only non-zero for rZGe with natural abundance

of 7.8%. Thus we can ignore Ao, in our calculations.

17



Figure 1: Interaction with Germanium

The Standard-Model neutrino interaction (via the Z°) can be recovered from

(II.C.2) by:

¢ ---, v, G" ---,GR, S L _---12, S a ----0, VGe --. (1 _ 2sin 20w)Z _ _N (II.C.3)

while in our prototype U(1)' model we have:

S L = S(N c) = _, S R =-S(N) = O, Voc = V/'_sZ + v/_N = 71.6 (II.C.4)

In the non-relativistic limit, a_ is[iS]:

a.,= - (G'm_ V_)2 Vg. (II.C.5)
lr \ m,_ + Mo,

where MG, = 68 GeV.

A Lee-Weinberg analysis [mI gives the relic abundance of ¢ particles from their

annihilation cross-section a A. We assume no particle-azltiparticle asymmetry for

¢.[_o] Define

W/ 45Z - 41rzg.meMp<aAv), <_Av)----a + bXF, XE --TF/m¢ (II.C.6)

where g' is the effective number of relativistic particle degrees of freedom at the

freezeout temperature TR. Above .2 GeV, g' approximately obeys[ 21]

g'(TF) = 90 -- _(225 GeV)/T_ (II.C.7)

_,Veset

o_
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The numerical factors in the second term arise from a depletion in g', and a con-

sequent rise in temperature, associated with the QCD phase transition and the

electron freezeout. This gives

+_bX_=(9.2s×i0-'°eeV-_)\ _h0_/ V_ \ 24 (Ii.c.9)

Uncertainty in the :ormalized Hubble p_rameter h0 allows 0.16 _<f_h_ _<1. (If we

--. 1only require _'s to constitute the halo, then 0.016 _<f/h0_ < 0.1) The value _h02=

is preferred on theoretical grounds tc close the universe and give it a sufficient age

for stellar evolution.

The annihilation diagram oi"Fig, 2 in the non-relativistic limit [ls,22]gives

<_,,)=i(c',_,_v_)_[_+2Rxr](Z::js_) (I1.c._o)7r

where

R v_+A_,-- (II.C.11)2v2

R = 1 in all the models we are considering, and in any case since X F = (In Z) -1

0.04, R is unimportant here. The last term in (II.C.10) is a sum of U(1)' charges over

all kinematically allowed final states, three generations of Standard-Model particles

except possibly the top quark. In our prototype model, for mc > mt, we have

Figure 2: Annihilation Diagram
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We put (II.C.IO)into(II.C.9),tofindthat(C'mcV¢) isa constant:

Hereafter we will drop the last tem1, since it differs negligibly from 1. But now
i

(II.C.5) gives our final result for the germanium cross-section:

' ' ' ( .25 2

I

• mc + Mc,./ ,,,

(II.C.13)

Ga is a numerical factor which depends on the U(1)' symmetry, and on whether m_

hes above or below the top mass; it is normalized to unity for our prototype SO) in

the region mc > mt:

(VG,/A) 2

q)a =- 4.24 (Zy S}) (II.C.14)

Values of _a for our candidate symmetrie s appear in Table 3 (for other U(1)'s see

the Appendix).

s Ct ,t
., , ,,,

S (1) B, X, Y" 1.0378 1.0000 1.0000 1.0378 1.0000 1.0000

S(2) C,I,Y' 0.1228 0,1146 0.0964 4.4198 4.1250 2.3151

S (3) A, r],Y'", Y_ 0.8362 0.6875 0.6547 0.3716 0.3056 0.2528

S (4) 1-Flip, 2.Z,27 0.5858 0.4882 0.5696 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

S (5) 1..Flip, 7._ 0.6590 0.5858 0.7459 1.3751 1.2222 11.3403

S (6) 2-Flip 0.0034 0.0029 0.0034 2.2918 1.9643 5.5061

S (7) B-L 1.3744 1.3038 1.4668 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 .
,,,, , ,,, , ,., ., -- ,

Table 3:_Multiplicative Factors for Candidate U(1)' Symmetries

Note our result (II.C.13) depends only on mc (and the U(1)' factor (ha), not

on Mz,, g_, or even V_. A plot of ad vs. rn¢ appears in Fig. 3, for symmetry S (1)
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and various values of flh20. A discontinuity appears at our postulated top quark

mass of 100 GeV; we have chosen not to smooth t:his out so as to show the effect

is small. The experimental limits shown are from a germanium detector [e], under

. the assumption that O's have the galactic halo density and velocity distribution.

In Fig. 4 we have fixed f_h_0-1, and plotted aa for the seven candidate U(1)'

symmetries listed in Table 2.

_,_vs m_: Dirac,U(1)',ffiS(I),Various (_h_
_L , r vi'li r_ '1 ..... ' ' 1''

IO-R

I0 -10 r" \\"b2" '"_._', ", ""n

F, ........ , _'-- ' "'":,',. "-"
_o-_2k-I--- ah_..o181 _ ",,'.., 7

° FI ' I..... fib o -0.1 .._,:

_o-'_Y'l--- _" ._eI _ -
_i '' _L_m,1"0I _._

10-1'*F, ,,,,,I , , ..... ,I , , _..... I , ,'
10 100 1000

m, (eev)

Figure 3: ad vs. m_,: Dirac, S (1), Various flh_

For m e ,#;. l Mz, , a,_ is independent of Mz,, 9"1,and V#,.

" Eq. (II.C.12) can be re-written, using prototype values for V¢ and (_/SI),

as:

M_, = (9.3x I0-5GeV -_)_ (II.C.15)vm
To keep our U(1)' in the perturbative regime, we take 9_ < _'_. For a givenMz,,

this places a lower limit on m,_; for example, if M z, -- 350GEV then mc > 1 GeV.



vsm,: D ac, = '/,:VaousT:(1)'s
10-8

(Zxcluded)

10-9

Figure4: a,_vs.mC: Dirac,frh02--I,VariousU(1)'s

a_ depends on the U(1)'onlythrough@d,from Table3.

2. A Heavy Dirac Fermion

Heavier dark matter candidates, with mc _>I Mz, , requir._.modification of the

above calculations, resulting in a germanium cross-section which now depends on

M z, and V_. Eq. (II.C.10) is modified by the pole factor [xs]'

ez' = (4m,_- M_,)_ + r},M_, (II.C.16)

For m, > Mz, a new annihilation channel opens, _ ---,Z'Z', from Fig. 5.* In the

non-relativisticlimit,thiscontributionis[2"_]

Rs (9_V¢,)' m_(m_- M_,)s/21
<aAV>z'z'--647r rn_ (m_- tM_,)2 j (ii.c.17) -

where R was defined in (I].C.11). Note the ]ast term goes to unity for mc >> Mz,.
, , ,, , , ,

"We assume the U(1)' Higgs i_ sufficiently massive to avoid ¢¢ -. ¢¢.
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• Figure 5: ¢¢ --, Z'F

We combine eqs. (II.C.10), (II.C.16), and (II.C.17) to get the total armihilation

cross-section (hAy), then put this in (II.C.9) to get

=
where

m_, (_E_!S.0 (I+/L_F) R2V_ mv,(m_ _ M},)z/2

fd(mq")-- (4m_ M_,)2+ 2 2 8 (m_-lM 2_ rz, M], +. (II.C.19)2 Z')2

The last term of (II.C.19) vanishes for mc < Mz,. Note la(mc >> Mz,) ---*0.346

(for S(X)), and (II.C.18) reduces to

m o = (3. x 103 OeV)(g't) 2 (II.C.20)

The requirement 9_ < Vt_ restricts mc < 40 TeV.
, .

We combine eqs. (II.C.18) and (II.C.5) to get a_a

eel = (1.24 x lO-a' barns) _ Mz: ] Ua T a fa(°°) (II.C.21)/d(m,)

where Ud consists of some fazfors of unity,
l,

T d is a factor which depends on the U(1)' symmetry., normalized to unity for S (a),

and listed for other symmetries in Table 3,

T a - 0.356 (V°"/A)2
&(oo) (II.C.23)
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Thus, the last three terms of (II.C.21) are approximately unity for mc >> Mz,.

Notethat we do not include the coherence loss factor r/vg24],since the experi-

mental limits we quote [6]have already accounted for it.

a_ from (II.C.21) is plotted against mc for various values of Mz, in Fig. 6. We

have used the prototype symmetry S (1) and taken f_h02- t4 °

3. A Light Majorana Fermion

Suppose our prototype model does not contain an N; then in piace of eq. (II.B.2)

we have a Majorana fermion,

¢- N c (II.C.24)
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Then [see (II.C.2)] Ve = 0, A c = 2SN,.* In fact, the calculations of this subsection

are: valid for any fermion with no vector coupling, such as a ¢ of the form (II.B.2)

under symmetries S (3}or S(5).

" The germanium cross-section is greatly reduced. Eq. (II.C.5) is replaced by[ 1sI

. ( Mo,
a,a = "_ \mc, + Ma,,/ A_,, (II.C.25)

We take

m_, = (.078)(.37)(SQ + SD°) 2 (II.C.26)

where the first numerical term is the relative abundance of _3Ge, and the second is

from Table III of Goodman and Witten[221. Note the axial vector strength does not

scale as the atomic weight. Thus the Majorana cross-section is over five orders of

magnitude smaller than the Dirac case.

T.,_e annihilation cross-section [compare to (II.C.10)] is[1sl

Combining this with eqs. (II.C.9) and (II.C.25) gives a_ [compare to (II.C.13)]:

S_) (ii.c.29)

" Again, O_ is normalized to unity for S (1), and listed for other symmetries in Table

. 3. Eq. (II.C.28) is plotted for our prototype symmetry, with various values of fth_,

in Fig. 7. Fig, 8 shows a_ for our various V(1)' symmetries, with frh02-- ¼fixed.

*Thisfactorof2replacesinanaturalwaythefactorof4oftenputbyhandintothecross-sections,
e.g.inGriestandSadoulet'sAppendixA (ref.[18]).
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a.! vs m_: Majorana, U(1)°= S('),Various flh_

J

10-13 -- " _ .. ,, -.

10-14 _"_'..." .. "_x ".- ,_, % % .,_

"x". x !

10-15_ _,,, , ._

b I '\', x

= 'x x! \I ........ _.. L'____J _ "_ \ ,.'%'- ' x "

2o'1V -, ,,,,,I ....., , ,...,..,,,,I ,,_., , ,,,,,I , ';q
lO lO0 lO00

m, (GEV)

Figure 7: _ vs. mC: Majorana, SO), Various ftho2

These a_'s are experimentally inaccessible.

4. A Heavy Majorana Fermion

If@ isMajorana and m,_> _Mz,, the annihilationcross-sectionis[Z3]

;(O'm_X,_)2 x\ mc

_ -M_,)_/_ (J.1.c.ao)
Z° -- 2 ./_,e

Then eqs.(II.C.9)and (II.C.25)give[comp_r_.to(iI.C.21)]

( )_ _( 1T_v__ J_(_) (H.c.a_)
cd = (8.8x I0-" barns) _ \ Mz ') Un T,_/,_(m_)

Now/_(m¢) is

4

fm(m*)- "2(4rn_ M},) _ + ' ' 32 (m_- !M},)'_ Fz, M_, +-- (II.C.32)
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, a,i vs m_: Majorana, fiho2 = */4, Various U(1)'s
......, i ...... _IIII ........ I ,ii_i l

10-13 -

e"mm.pmmo.m t, , i _'

10-14 -_L_-..:. '... ,,, --:

i H iii • q.t "_, ' '. _ "

2' :o-_ ---_I_ll'"'.,_,','...',.."........s(e)l ',. ",%£',". -• , %, '. _ "-

-, : .........s(5)l "".,."_,,.'..,, :
_' : s(_)l ",.,"%:...',:

:o-18_ .....s(_)] ' "',. "<_,','.", -.

: ; ".%t
la-z,'t ...... 1 ......... 1 , ....... 1 ',,, ', i*

10 tO0 1000

m, (Gev)

Figure8: ad vs.m,/,: Majorana, flho_= I,VariousU(1)'s

a,l depends on _m, from Table 3.

(againthelasttermvanishesform,_< M z,),and Un consistsofsome factorsof

unity,

2

Un _ (ro,lm ¢ 2 ,

Tm is a factor which depends on the U(1)' symmetry, normalized to unity for S (1),

and listed for other symmetries in Table 3,

. T_ o,s33,(s_+s°')'
f,,(c_)- (II.C.34)

. The last three terms of (II.C.31) are approximately unity for mc _ Mz,.

aa from (II.C.31) is plotted against mc for various values of M z, in Fig. 9. We

have u:!;_:lthe prototype symmetry S (1) and taken f_h02= !4'
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D. QUANTUM COMPLICATIONS

Wavefunction and mass mixing between the Z and the Z'have been studied

extensively in the literature,[ 3,16,2s]especially for our first three candidate symme-

tries [note, however, that mixing does not occur in all models, e.g. S (7"),pure B-LI.

Wavefunction mixing, fi,om Fig. 10(a), changes the current to which the Z' couples,

slightly altering the ¢ and T values given in Table 3. Mass mixing, from Fig. 10(b),
d

introduces a small coupling of tk to the 91 GeV gaug_ bosonmass eigenstate. Mea-

surements of Standard Model parameters (such as p - 1) place limits on the Z' mass

and the mixing angle.

Before wavefunction renormalization, let the field A v couples to .lr (hyper-

charge current) and the field A x couples to Jx" Mixing will cause Ay to couple to

28



• Figure 10' a) Wavefunction Mixing, b) Mass Mixing

(H2 is the doublet Higgs)

92
:Y+ _:x andAxto _o.pl_to :x + _JY,wh_r___ _ _(Ma/Mz,) _ 1/20.Th_

Standard Model B field, which couples to Jy only, must then be:

, E

B _=Ay -eA x (II.D.1)

and the orthogonal combination, the Z', couples to Jx + 2eJy. This changes the

ratios A/Z and A/_ by O(2e) for the candidate symmetries we Listed in Table 2.

Mass mixing of the Z and Z' is usually studied under the GUT assumption

g_ -- gl - - 0.46 (II.D.2)
coso W

which is true if g_ - gl at the GUT scale and none of the particles in the 2J.

are heavy. Under these assumptions, and leaving the mixing angle unconstrained,

neutral current data and measurements of the Z and W masses (giving p _ 1) place

lower limits on Mz,. We quote the 90% confidence level limits from Costa et al.[z],

using only the constraint p --- 1, for our first three candidate symmetries:

. M z, > 352GEV (S(_)), Mz, > 180GEV (S(2)), Mz, > 129GEV (S (3)) (II.D.3)

. From the same source, we find limits on the m_s mixing angle 8mL_ (in radians),

le._l < 0.05(s(')), IO_l< 0.05(s(21),IO,_l< o.2o(s(3)) (II.D.4)

As pointed out by Enqvist et al.[2el,even these small angles can significantly increase

(aAv) when m#, _ Mz/2, from the Z° resonance. This translates for us into a dip
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in our plots of a,_ near mc = 45 GeV. In Fig. 1l we show how Fig. 6 is modified for

0_ = 0.03.

E. FIXED COUPLING g_

In Section C.2 we plotted ad of a Dirac fermion for several fixed values of

Mz,. Now we will fix the coupling g_, and let Mz, adjust to satisfy eq. (II.C.18).

In p_ticular, we will pay homage to the GUT's by taking g_ -- 0.46, as well as e

exploring a range around that value. We can also use the M z, limits of eq. (II.D.3),

along with eq. (II.C.15), to put lower limits on m¢[_]:

m_ > 55GEV (S(')),mC > 20GEV (3'(2)),m_ > 13GEV (5'(3)) (II.E.I)

where each value stmuld be multiplied by x/.25/f_h2o.
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At fixed g_ and Mz, , eq. (II.C,18)has two solut, ions for mc, one below ½M z,

and one above. So as we let M z, vary, we get two branches (the "low" and "high"

branches) in our plot of a_ vs. mc, Fig. 12. The low branch looks similar to Fig. 4

. [but With eq. (II.E.1) imposed], since a,_ is nearly independent of M z, for mc << Mz,.

The nearly vertical nature of the high branch can be understood from eq. (II.C.20),

which shows that for low Z' masses, m o = 650GEV, while from (II.C.21) we know

a_ .., 1/M_,. Lower limits ..n M z, in this case translate to upper limits on a d.

' ' "\.... -' '_....I ' ' ' ..... I' '"''

o-8 F ' ' \,X,X.,,X.,.X.,\" "!

10-g _ ,

I,"-I0 F

', 10-11 ',,

10-13 gl' = .46 '\,gi'= .40

110-14 I I J ' _' i"l _ , J , a J,,J __
10 100 1000

=, (Gev)

Figure 12: a_ vs. m_: Dirac, S (s), flho2 : 1, Various

GUT's which fix _restrict ad and m_ to these 2 branches.
u

" In Fig. 13 we have _upez_mposed the GUT-constrained cross-sections (g_ :

0.46) from all seven of our candidate symmetries. We have arbitrarily taken M z, >

180 GeV for symmetries 4-7.
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F. CONCLUSIONS

As long as m_ _ Mz,, we can predict eel vs. m_ .'or a dark-matter U(1)'-

coupled Dirac fermion, without knowing any detaals about the Z' mass, the coupling

g_, or even the fermion charge V¢. Uncertainty in the Hubble parameter and in the

form of the low-energy U(1)' introduce small uncert_ainties in czd. In this regime,

the predicted germanium cross-section is close to experimental limits for 10GEV <

rn¢ < 100 GeV. Predicted cross-sections for Majorana fermions are much lower.

Another window of experimental detection opens for m, > _Mz, , anywhere in

the range 400 GeV < rn0 < 40 TeV, but. now the pr_iicted cross-section depends on

Mz, (or, equivalently, on 9_). In Fig. 6Lwe chose to fix Mz, , while in Figs. 12 and
J
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13 we fixed g_ to be the value pred!icted by certain1 'nUT's. In the latter case, lower
i f

limits on M z, translate to lower li_aits on m,_ and upper'limits on a_.

Under the .fairly general assumptions that the dark matter is a U(1)'-coupled

fermion, with no particle-antiparticle asymmetry, and with the local density and

velocity distribution of the galactic halo, we have shown that dark matter detectors
f
i

• can powerfully probe the U(1)' seci_or.

I

G. APPENDIX: FORMULAS FOIl. @d, Td, @,_, AND 3.'m
, I

1

Eqs. (.II,C.14),(II.C.23),(II.C,29),and (IIIC.34)canbe calculatedforany U(1)'
i

symmetry from its ft, ,_, and _ values usingi
i

(_s S_)(mc. > m,)- 13_"_+:1012+ 16_' + 16_- 16_- 8,_ (II.e.1) '
VG,,/A = 2_ + .94A -

s,_+ so°= ],x+ ,_

The terms V¢ and A, depend on ithe form of _ [see eq. (II.C.1)],

¢= N° : V_=_-2_, _= P : V_=--2_
(n.o.2)

: A,_,= 4_¢= N c ' A_=2_ _= N
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II!. FLIPPED SU(5) WITH Rp VIOLATION

There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are
dreamt of in your philosophy.

-"nmlet" (W.Shk peare)
q

,t

, " A. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

It is often said that the most important experimental signature of supersym-

metry is missing energy. In fact, this signature only occurs in those supersymmetric

models which are also Rp invariant and have a neutral tightest superpartner (LSP).

It has recently been stressed that it is worthwhile searching for supersymmetric sig-

natures in models without Rp invariarice[2E; such signatures are exotic and typically

easily identified [2_-34].It is trivial to write down Rp-violating SU(3)® SU(2)® U(1)

models, even with the minimal field content of Q, Uc, Dc, L, E c, h and h. The

"AL _ 0" model contains LLE c, QLD c, and /_Lh, while the "AB # 0" model

contains UcDCD c in the superpotential. At the SU(3)® SU(2)® U(1) level there is

little reason to choose the usual Rr, invariant model (conserving both B and L) over

models which violate either B or L. In each model the effective theory at the TeV
,,

scale contains a global U(1) symmetry (Rp, B, or L). Clearly, experimental searches

should be made for all three. However, this leaves open an important theoretical

question' which version is most likely to be the remnant of symmetry breaking at a

higher energy scale?

The very simplest unified schemes do tend to give the standard Rp conserving

model. For example, Rp can result in SO(10) models from the requirement that

all interactions have an even number of spinor representations. In SU(5) theories,

LLE _, QLD _, and U_DCD c ali come from the same operator, which must therefore

be absent to avoid proton decay (see Fig. 14). on the other hand, there is absolutely

no reason that these simplest of all GUT's are the ones chosen by nature. Wefind it
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interesting that only mild additions are required to obtain an Rpviolating low-energy

theory. Even in SU(5), lepton number violation can occur at the renormalizable level

in the low energy effective theory[S3l. This is because Higgs and lepton doublets

, have the same gauge quantum numbers and can have mass mixing. This case is

particularly interesting because the flavor dependence of the lepton number violation

is highly constrained. Another unusual possibility is that the extra low-energy global

symmetry is a discrete ZN symmetry (N > 2), as might arise from compactification

in superstring ;nspired models [ss]. In this case the L or B violation which causes

LSP decay occurs via higher dimension operators.

Figure 14: Proton decay from UeDCDC and QLD c

In this chapter we consider a new way of obtaining the Rpviolating "AL # 0"

model. Our model is based on the Flipped SU(5) ® V(1) gauge group[ z1,_2](SU(5)

for short), where electric charge is embedded partly in each s_mple factor. Unlike

conventional SU(5) [l°], this group allows simple operators which yield LLE', without

. giving U_DCDc. In subsequent sections we describe the model and its experimental

consequences in some detail. Certainly the model is n_t perfect: it loses the two
p

good predictions of conventional SU(5), namely sins 0w [se]and rnb/rnrIsT]; it is not

even a true GUT in that the group is not semi-simple. Nevertheless, we find some

elegant and unusual features, together with some constrained predictions, which we

list here:
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• This model has the fewest superfields of any supersymmetric SU(5) model

known to us, all in low-dimension representations (5 's and 10 's).

• Decuplets (!0, I'G) of SU(5) break SU(5)® U(1) to SU(3)® SU(2)® U(1)and

leave light Higgs doublets in a very elegant missing partners mechanism[12,_s].

• The grand unified scale is generated dynamically by renormalization group

scaling of supersymmetry breaking scalar masses.

• The Higgs mixing term rnhh, with m at the weak scale, is generated by the

same symmetry that suppresses low-energy B violation.

• The incorrect mass relation of conventional SU(5), rnd/m s = rn,/mu, is absent.

• The charged lepton masses do not arise from Yu "l'lcawacouplings of the unified

theory. The _ and r masses arise from the same higher-dimension operators

which are responsible for the L violation, which is therefore highly constrained.

• The electron mass occurs at even higher dimension and is consequently small.

• A seesaw mechanism makes neutrinos light, with gr a candidate for dark matter.

• The electron neutrino has a Majorana mass close to its present limit from

neutrinoless double beta decay.

• Z° _ e-_+e+_ -, where each (e, p) pair has invariant mass equal to m(_u),

occurs with a large branching ratio if m_ < Mz/2. If sneutrinos are heavier,

Z° ---*e-r+e+r - is the dominant signal, but is too rare to be seen at LEP.

To avoid processes like _ _ e_ and K n ---, _e, we cannot allow strong violation of

several lepton family numbers [2_]. Of the nine terms !_.i_'LiLjE_¢2.. (by antisymmetry

of the generation indices i and j), each of which violates exactly one or three family

numbers, our theory must allow only those that violate a single family number. Our

model primarily violates electron number. The s_rictest limits on our coefficients

C 212 and C s_3 then come from the electron neutrino Majorana mass.
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B. A SU(S) MODEL WITH ELECTRON-NUMBER VIOLATION

Our model employs a discrete symmetry called r/r, (replacing Rr, or the H ---,

-H symmetry of [12]), which has been chosen to allow the operator which contains
A

LLE c but forbid B violation. Our left-handed chiral superfields have the following

, SU(5) structure, U(1) charge, and r/p charge:*

F, = (10,1,-1), _ (5,-3, 1), E_= (!,5,-1)'

H = (10,1,3), H = (T'0,-1,4), h = (5,-2,-2), h = (5,2,4)

(III.B.1)

Here i, j, k are generation indices (1 to 3). The matter multiplets contain:

/0 d_ -d_ d 1 u lh ¢'u_

0 di d2 u 2 u_

F= 0 d3 u3 f= u_ (III.B.2)

0 //c V

0/ ke/

H and H take GUT-scale vev's (H4s) = (H4s) = V (we will explore the dy-

namical generation of the GUT scale in Section III), while the remaining fields in H

and H acquire GUT-scale masses from the missing partners mechanism [12'3s](along

with the triplet parts of h and h) and the Super-Higgs effect. The doublet parts of

h and h are the low-energy Higgses, taking vev's in the h s and h5 directions; these

become the isospin + ] piece of the h doublet (hypercharge -½) and the isospin -½

piece of the h doublet (hypercharge +_).

Under r/p, 19_ i8 and superfields transform as e2_i_/s, so for a superpotential

- term to be invariant the sum of the r/p charges must equal 4 (mod 8). To zeroth

*The rh. charges are just one of a family of equivalent assignments, differing by a multiple of the

U(1) charge: F(z - 1), /(-3x +. 1), EC(5x - 1), Y(z + 3),/]'(-x + 4), h(-2x - 2), h(2z + 4),

all mod (8).
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order in 1/Mp our superpotential is simply:

W (°) = A_FiF_h+ A_JFi_h + A4ggh + AhHHh (III.B.3)

This generates down quark masses, up quark masses, and the missing partners
A

mechanism.

The lepton-number violating term arises at first order in e _-- (MaMp) (where

Ma is the GUT scale):

= ¢_jk L_LjE_ (II I. B.4)W0) AAMp'HffEc....,

as H takes its vev, so we expect C'ijk < e. In formulating r/p, we saw immediately

that no symmetry could allow down masses (FFh), charged lepton masses (hfEc),

and the L-violating term of (III.B.4) (HffE:), without also allowing the B- and

L-violating term HFFf. We could have chosen to retain hrE c but not HffE _,

violating L through a term (H[I)nHfh _ ttLh. Th.en a rotation of L and h would

generate _C°kLLE _ with C 31aand/or C z23 dominant, as in Hall and Suzuki's SU(5)

model [33]. Instead, we chose (by our choice of r/p) to disallow the h fE c term and

generate lepton masses (for t_ and r only!) from HffE c, by the rotation of L 1 and

h.

This rotation is due to the tuperpotential terms

W (2) = ABM_S(H[I)4Hffh + AcM_la(gH)6hh
(III.B.5)

-..* t_iLih + mhh (pi _ egAsMp, ,n --- el2AcM P )

The combination of fields which couples to h will be the one we call the low-energy

Higgs; this coupling is responsible for breaking PQ-symmetry and allowing both

Higgses to take vev's [391,so that our theory correctly breaks SU(2)L ® U(1)y

• U(1)E M. Let us first rotate the L i (which are still degenerate, being massless) so

that the linear combination of these which couples to h is now called L1, then rotate
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this L1 with h such that the linear combination which couples with h is now called

ht:

h'=clh+slL 1, Li=c_L_-slh, L_=L2, L_=L3 (III.B.6)

A

The rotation angle is given by sl/c 1 = .#/m.

, The lepton mass matrix is now generatedfrom equation (III.B.4):

W(1) _ sl_ilkr,t.,_,c ,, _lkrlrt _c _23k1", r' _ (III.B.7)_ i ,_ _L._k Jt" _1_.._ ._ i ._ l .iZk "_ ,..., _.,2_3_.J k

Since _,ijk is antisymmetric in (i, j), the first term gives masses to the muon and tau

only, smaller than the quark masses by O(e), while the electron remains massless.

A term

W (3) = AEM_4(H[-I)2fECh (III.B.8)

gives a small electron mass of e4(h'); we will find from Mw/Mp that e = .04 in

our model, so m, m MeV. The electron is light because it is the combination of L i

' that rotated with h! The second and third terms of W (1) violate lepton number as

desired. The rotation also affects the down quark mass term,

A_QihDj ---, clA_j , c ij , cQih D_ - siA_ Q,L_ D_ (III.B.9)

The second term is electron-number violating, diagonal in the quark flavors and

dominated by the third quark generation' Da:3Q3L _D_. From (III.B. _')and (III.B.9)

we see:

C_212 _ Clm_ C313 _, Clmr

" D 111 - -slrna D 212 = -slm° D31_ - -slrnb (III.B.10)
c,(h') ' c,(h'} ' c,(h')

With the diagonalization of the lepton and quark mass matrices, Ml other lepton-

number violating coefficients vanish except for the three terms C 23k, which must be

taken small by fiat. Our theory violates only electron number.
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The electron neutrino Majorana mass diagrams of Fig_ 15 constrain the rotation

angle. Too much rotation (/_ >> m)makes 29313 large and Figure 15a dominates,

with

mM(u,)=16rr'--- _ _ ih,)2m_, < 2eV (III.B.11a) "

W

where the limit is obtained from neutrinoless double-beta decay experiments. Too

little rotation (# < m) makes C'313 large and Figure 15b dominates , with

A_ (c_) z ro:M32mM(re) = 161r2 (h,)_m _ < 2eV (III.B.11b)

Reconciling (III.B.11a) and (III.B.11b) forces us to make the rotation angle about

20° and the A parameters (renormalized down to M3/2) small, about 1/10. Small

values for the A's are plausible from the renormalization equations if A _ -4M 0

at the Planck scale; equation (A.11) of reference [39] predicts Ab, A,.(M3/2) = A +

431o (another possibility is to take A b and A r of opposite sign, so (III.B.11a) and

(IlI.B.11b) tend to cancel). Within]

Ma/_ 1 TeV, (h')= 130 GeV, m_, -7.6 2= M_/2, m_ = 15.Mg/2 (III.B.12 /

we calculate a barely acceptable mass for A ,_ .1 and sx _ .38. This allows us to

predict (in the sense that the given values require the least fine-tuning of A) the

Ci#k's and Di#k's from (III.B.10).

• Figure 15: Radiative Corrections to Electron Neutrino Mass
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To achieve this rotation angle, we must make AB/Ac = 2 × 10 -4, Then to get

the weak scale right in equation (III.S.5) (with Ac _ O(1)), we find e = .04.

The neutrino seesaw mechanism is driven by the term

" W (4) = XNM_S(H[-I)2(FH) 2 (III.B.13)

u c gets a Majorana mass of order e6Mp _ 4 × 10m GeV; then the A2 terra couples

wr to u, giving u a seesaw mass:

m_L _ 4× 101°mu GEV-- 3x 10-6eV(e), .1 eV(#), 100eV (r) (III.B.14)

with m t - 70 GeV. The ur is cosmologically stable and is a constituent of the dark

matter.

Undesirable superpotential terms are neatly suppressed by r/p"

W(5 ) = AFMp'3(H[-I)6HFFf+ AaM_X3(HfI)rF[-I + AHMpS(H/_) 4 (III.B.15)

The first violates B and L, while the second and third threaten the flatness of

the H = /t = V direction. Actually, we need AH _< 10-4 to avoid this pitfall.

Other highly-suppressed or unimportant terms are collected for completeness's sake

in I'V(6):

W(G) = Mp3(H[-I)Hhh f + M_S(Hf-I)2HHF f + MpS(Hf-I)4HFh
(III.B.16)

+ MI (Hft)H[thE o+

We do not have exact mass relation predictions, but up to Yukawa couplings

" we expect:

" m(#)/m(c) _ m(r)/m(t) _ e = .04 (experimentally _ .08, .03) (III.B.17)

m(s)/m(c) ,_ m(b)/m(t) _ cx - .9 (experimentally _ .15, .07) (III.S.18)

m(e)_ e4(h ') w, MeV (experimentally = 511 keV) (III.B.19)
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Other numerical predictions of our model are:

MaMp = .04 (III.B.20)
J

ro(v) ,_ 2eV (el, .leV (#), lOOeV (vi (III.B.21) -

C _12 = .002, Cala= .034, D21_ =-.0006" D ala =-.015 (I.II.B.22)

with other CiJk's and.DiJk's small or zero. Nete the largest C ijk isindeed ©(e), as

expected.

C. RENORMALIZATION SCALING BEHAVIOR

In this section we will find gl = g5 at MG; we will derive the gaugino mass

relation necessary for our model to break down correctly to the Standard Model,

and we will explore the Origin of the GUT scale.

gl is the coupling constant associated with the normalized U(1) charge q =

x/_Q, Q being the charge given in equation (III.B.1). From reno_-malization scaling

of known low-energy couplings, [4°]gs(Ma) = .724 (from a 3 and c_2) and g_(Ma) =

.703 (y -- v_sY, and taking sin _ 0w = .228). Since we know

= q+ T24 (III.C.1)

we can define an angle 0x analogous to the Weinberg angle:

g_ = gl c°sOx = g5 V_sinOx, tanOx (III.C.2)
gs "

The known values give us sin_0x = .0377 and gl/g5 =- .97 at M a. An SO(10)

embedding would predict sin _0 x = .04 and 91./95 = 1. Without committing to

SO(10), we will hereafter take gl = gs -" g.
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We must be sure the vacuum breaks correctly, since there are three flat direc-

tions in our model: (H} = (/_/ = Y, (Fi} = (/_) = V (for one value of i), and

(h) = (hl = v. The direct, ion chosen by the theory to break the SU(5) symmetry

" and define the GUT scale depends on the renormalization behavior of the scalar
, ,

masses. The Supergravity SUSY-breaking Lagrangian is[4a]:

Z:sx -m_[A,[ 2 [AVv_(A,) + BW2(Ai) + b.c.] 1 , ,= - -[_MoX X + b.c.] (III.C.3)

We take all scalar masses m A equal, all trilinear soft breaking coefficients A equal, all

bilinear coefficients B equal, and all gaugino masses .Ado equal, all O(M3/2) , atMp.

we must ask which sum goes negative first as we go down in energy'. (m_ + m_),

(rn2F+m_), or 'm_+m_). It is easy to make m_ scale less quickly than m_tby making

A1 and .k2 small compared to X4. Making the h masses scale more slowly than the H

masses is more difficult. It turns out that the HHh term _:ontributes equally to the

renormalizationscaling of rn_ and m_, so the correct breaking depends on gaugino

masses only. We start with reference [42], equations (A.20-23), then eliminate all

= ;_erms involving ¢, Xi, or X2; set X4 Xs =,k; and define m n =_ (rn_ + etc.

to get:

d__(rhs)d _ 167r216,_2(2.rh_ + rh_ + ,_2)_ --g-(144M_. + M_) (III.C.4a)

d 1 [6,_2(2rh_ + ^ _ ,_2 _ 4M_'] (III.CAb)= + )- (96M+

To have the right-hand side of (III.C.4a) greater than that of (III.C.4b), we must

. have at -A/Ia'

Mi (Ma) >_4Ms(Ma) (III.C.5)

discouraging any thoughts of a nearby superunification into SO(10). For a compa-

rable analysis in the SU(5) model of Antoniadis et al., see [40].
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i,

Equation(iII,C.4a)determines the GUT Scale, from

^ 2 (t = In _) = 0 (III C.6)=0)=m H m H

Let

18A2 6A2A2 29g2M2o
a = 1-_2, /3 = 167r2 167r2 (III.C.7)

Then with rh_, _ rh_ and (from reference [42], (A.11-12)) A = ,,4e'_t, but ignoring

scaling of g and A, the solution is

/5 (III.C.8)

For _ = .04, one choice of parameters obeying (III.C.8) is:

g=.724, A=.S6, mA=Mo, A=-4M 0 (III.C.9)
q

We have taken g = .724 as calculated at the beginning of this section, and A = -4M 0

(at .AIp) as discussed following equation (III.B.11b). M o is undetermined.

D. SIGNATURES OF LEPTON VIOLATION IN RARE Z° DECAYS

The signatures of a model violating I, differ greatly from the missing-energy

signatures of Rp-invariant models. Superpartners can be pair-produced, as in the

e+e - collisions of Fig. 16, and will decay into ordinary matter through processes

such as those in Fig. 17. 1-loop diagrams such as those in Fig. 18 show how a Z°

could produce a single superpartner and one ordinary particle of fixed energy, a truly

spectacular decay which unfortunately has too small a branching ratio to be seen
.d

at LEP. Prominent Bhabha scattering resonances occur at the _ and _ masses,

as seen in Fig. 19; though note these interactions are absent in our model (They

do occur in the "#" version of our model; see the Appendix). These signatures are

discussed further in references [27-34].
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. Figure 16: t-Channel Exchange Diagrams

t

Figure 17: a) Sneutrino Decay, b) Photino Decay

Figure18:a)Z°--,7 D.,b) Z°_ _

q

(e') __. V_
. ..__ ......... (_)

(e+) _ e°

Figure 19: Sneutrino Resunance in the "p" Version
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We will concentrate on rare Z° decays which occur in our model with branching

ratios of 10-6. or larger, so as to be seen at LEP. From equation (III.B.22), we see

our largest L-violating coefficient is C 31a= .034, which provides the interactions of

Fig.' 20.

,q

.... ...:,..,,-"__ . ,_'__

Figure 20: Rp-vlqlatingInteractionsfrom C 31s

Our model predicts the decay Z° --, e-r+e+r '-, through thethree diagrams of

Fig. 21. If ro(D) < Mz/2, this process proceeds primarily through the production

of two on-shell D,'s (Figure 2la), and the branching ratio is large (> 10-4). In

this case, the (e-r +) pair and the (e+r -) pair would e.az.h have an invariant mass

equal to the P, mass. In fact, sneutrino pair production would lead to equally large

branching ratios for ali three of these reactions:

z° -. _-_+_+_-, _ = _°+,-'T= m(_)

Z° -'* e-_u+e+P -, Va,-.+ = _,-T'_,- = m(_,) (III.D.1) .

zo-_ __r+_+__,*VAT:,'== _,+----:--= m(_O)
,,

If ro(D)> Mz/2, all three diagrams of Figure 21 contribute to Z° --, e-r+e+r -,

with 21b and 21c dominating at higher sneutrino masses. In this case only one (ev)
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A ,

Figure 21: Z° --, e-r+e+r -

pair comes out with invariant mass equal to rn(_,.,.).Similar diagrams lea_l to:

Z°--,e-_+e+_- o_(C313)2

Z°--,e-/_+e+;z- oc(C212)_

Z°--+r-_+r+_ - c<(C31S)2
(III.D.2)

Zo__ _-_+_-_+ _ (02_2)_
,,

Z°-_bbr-r+ o((D313)2

Z°_e-be +b c<(D313)2

Figure 22 shows total calculated branching ratios for Z° _ e-_'+e+_ "- (solid
i

line), plotted against rn(V,), for C 313= 1. (a), and for C z13 = .034 (b) as in our

model. The dashed line shows the contribution from Figure 21a; the dotdashed line

i_ from diagran,s b and c (and the in':.erference between them); and the dotted line

is from interference between a and (b and c). For C 313= .034, we see that a signal

would only be seen at LEP if .,0:(V)< Mz/2 , but for C313= 1. a signal would be
q

seen for sneutrinos as heavy as 70 GeV.

E. CONCLUSIONS

Our modelshowshow L-violationcanoccurina supersymmetricGUT model,

and how rotationofone leptonfamilywiththeHiggssinglesoutthatfamilyto
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Branching Ratio Z° --> e" _* e* T" (Csls - I,) Branching Ratio Z° --> e'm + e + T" (Csls ..,,034)

,o-_ * lo-S, '" * ('b).

10-3 _ tO-$ -

10--4 - 10-4 ,

I0"? -I ..... Pre" (|+C)" . ,, I0-? P_mm(|+c)'

..... I .... 1 .... I . . .__. _o_e ....... I ,--'_'_ ] ....
10"0 O- 20 40, eO OO 0 20 40 80 80

Sneutrtno Uais (GEV)' Sneutrtno Mass (GEV)

Figure 22: Branching ratios for a) Cs13 = 1., b) C a13 = .034 +

be light and violated. Since the electron is light, we conclude electron number

is violated. The rotation angle is constrained from both sides by limits on the

electron neutrino Majorana mass, so from the lepton and quark masses we can

predict our largest L-violating terms are C313L3L1E_ (C31a = .034), C212L2L1E_

(C_12 = .002), and D3;aQ3LID _ (0 313 =-.015). We canthen calculate branching

ratios for Z° decays which depend only on the unknown sneutrino masses. If rn(_) <

Mz/2, the clearest signal would come from Z° ---,e-/_+e+/_-, where each (e, p) pair

has invariant mass equal to rn(_,). If m(_) > Mz/2 , then branching ratios are

proportional to (CiJk)_ (or (D_Jk)2), so for our model Z° --. e-r+e+r - dominates,

though with C313 = .034 this branching ratio is still rather small. These rare Z°

decays replace the usual missing-energy signatures, since the LSP is unstable. I,

F. APPENDIX: A "p", VERSION OF OUR MODEL

To avoid the neutrino mass constraint, a second version of our model makes

the rotated lepton be the muon instead. Now our left-handt, d chiral superfields have
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the following SU(5) structure, U(1) charge, and (p charge:

C

F i = (10,1,2), J_ = (5,-3,-2), E i = (1,5,2), (III.F.1)

H = (10,1,-7), /_ = (T0,-1,0), h = (5,-2,5), h = (5,2,9)

Superfields transform as e2_iCp/_s,so the sum of the _t, charges in an allowed term

must equal 9 (mod 18). The same mechanisms occur as in the r/p model; only the

numbers are different, and the rotated lepton superfield is L 2. Our superpotential

is"

W (°) = A_JFiFjh + A_JFif_[t + A4HHh + )_sHHh (III.F.2)

W (:)- AAM_'HffE c .--. _ciJkLiL.iE_ (III.F.3)

W (:_)= AsM_'S(H[-I)gHf-h + AcM_2'(H.fI)"hh (III.F.4)

W (a) = AEM_4(HfI)2fE_h (III.F.5)

W (4) = ANM_'5(Hft)_(F[-I)2 (III.F.6)

W (5) = AFMpaZ(Hft)'_HFFf + Ac;M_a3(H[-I)_rFH + AHMp_5(H[t) 9 (III.F.7)

W (6) = Mpa(Hft)Hhhf + M_S(Hft)rHHFf + M_aS(HfI)9HFh
(III.F.8)

+ Mp22(Hft)_O[-lfI[thEC + M_aa(H[-I)lSHHHf,t

By setting m = 50GEV (with Ac = .5) and _ = 1 TeV (with As = .04), we get

e = .17 and c2 = .05. The r,c gets a Majorana mass of order elSMp _ 5 × l0 s GeV,

so that neutrino masses become .02 eV (e), 700 eV (#), 500 keV (r). When L 2

rotates with h, the muon neutrino picks up a mass from the diagrams of Figure 15,

but experimental limits on the tj, mass are much more forgiving.
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Combining the lepton mass and LLE c terms (see eqs. (III.B.7) and (III.B.8))

now gives (with i # 2):

, W (')+W (3)---,A2k , , _ Aik C_2k) , ,(h >E_E k + (c 2 + s2 (h >EiE k
(III.F.9)

+C13L, , oLzEk + (c2C'2k s2Aik)L_L_E_,

Here A -_-"e4AE. A rotation is assumed to diagonalize the mass mat'rices. The muon

mass is e4(h'> _ 100 MeV. The tau (and electron!) masses are smaller than the

quark masses by O(e). Six of the lepton-number violating terms are suppressed

(since c2 and A are both small). The Yukawa couplings must conspire to make only

one of the three remaining C 13k large, and only one of the two remaining charged

lepton masses (e, r) large. From equation (III.B.10), we see that in the quark sector

we have a large Q3.L2D_ term, with D 32a = -.72.

Up to Yukawa couplings we expect:

m(e)/m(u) = m(r)/m(t) = e = .17 (experimentally _ .09, .03) (III.F.10)

m(s)/m(c) = m(b)/m(t) = c2 - .05 (experimentally _ .15, .07) (III.F.11)

m(tt) = e4(h ') = 100 MeV (experimentally = 106 MeV) (III.F.12)

ro(v) = .02eV (e), 700eV (t_), 500keV (r) (III.F.13)

This model has the advantage that it explains why down-type heavy qvaxks are

lighter than their up-type partners (by ca), and it avoids the _trict mass limits on vr.

Muon nurnber (rather than electron number) is violated. P,'s would be produced

copiously at e+e- colliders through the diagram of Figure 19. However, this model

fails to explain the lightness of the electron.
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IV. RARE Z° DECAYS FROM Rp VIOLATION

All great truths beginas blasphemies.
-"Anajanska" (George Bernard Shaw)

A. INTRODUCTION

We showed in the previous chapter that viable models can be built which do

not conserve Rp, though one needs some symmetry (such as L or B separately) to

avoid fast proton decay. Rp may be broken spontaneously or explicitly; in either

case a sneutrino vev often, results.

A sneutrino Vev causes mixing of the neutrino and zino, which gives neutrinos

a mass. Thus, the v_ mass limit of 35 MeV restricts v r _ 5 GeV over most of sUSY

parameter space. The sneutrino vev also mixes charged leptons with winos. Since

the gauge eigenstates being mixed have different couplings to the Z°, the Z° couplings

to the mass eigenstates are not diagonal, and decays such as Z° _ _ X° and Z° -_

r+ X- occur. Here X°, X- are the lightest ueutralino and chargino, respectively.

Most models violating Rp explicitly start with the term Lh 2 (h 2 is the Higgs

responsible for up masses), and eliminate it by rotating the superfields L and h 1.

The resulting superpotential term QDCL allows X° and X- to decay to b-jets and

a lepton. Models with spontaneous Rp-breaking also allow X° and :_- to decay,

though with less distinctive signatures.

We calculate the branching ratios for these Z° decays to be as large as 3 × 10-5
,,_

if m_ is at its experimental limit, and supersymmetry parameters are favorable. If

X° and X- are heavier than 45 GeV, this may be the best way to detect them at

LEP I.
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B. FERMION MASS MIXING

In the presence of a sneutrino vev, the neutral fermion mass matrix is:

-1 , l g, v -1

0 i lgvl -igy2 1 _V a_gv_.

._g.v, _gv, 0 -lt .0 _o (IV.B.1)
.... 1 t --

-I t 1
_, .igy,. _gv,. 0 0 0 j \ v )

Here (h°> = v_/v"2, (h °) = v2/V"2, and (v,.) = v,./v'_. We will assume gaugino

masses scale as gauge couplings, b= 5_1/3c_ 2 -- 0.49.

For given (IJ, M) and vl/v 2 we can diagonalize (IV.B.1)to find the masses m i

and eigenvectors qi for the five neutralinos X° (with X° = v,). We fix v, by setting

m s =35 MeV (see the Appendix); in the regions of interest to us we find v, 5 5 GeV

from

v,.= Sr - (IV.B.2)g

where we define

b

/3-1+(b_l) cos20 W -0'81'
(IV.B.3)

I) 1

tan0v - __, cv --cosOv, Sv --sin0v,CT _-cos(2OV), ST-----sin(20v)
I)2

Let A be a diagonalmatrixwithentries--a--(TsL-Qsin20w) foreachofthecol 0w

gauge eigenstates,

A = g diag(0, 0, I -! 1) (IV.B.4)
COS0 w 2_ 2' 2

Then the effective coupling of Z° to _ X° is

A_ = _ A ch (IV.B.5)

and the branching ratio is

2 c_i

BR, - 0.71 (A_) 2 c_, (1 - -_-) (IV.B.6)

= 1-(m,/Mz)

o-,e.



In terms of Feynman diagrams, Z° _ p, X° occurs through the diagrams of Fig. 23.

asi Oa, _r,,_o

Figure 23: Z° -_ _ X°

The charged fermion mass matrix is:

( w- hi "r- ) dr2Mwsv tt -m,.v,/v, h+ (IV.B.7)

gr,Iv5 0 m, r°

In addition to the usual mixing of winos and higgsinos, diagonalizati0n of this

matrix mixes r- with the negative charginos.* Regions of (p, M) space are ruled

out by requiring the charginos (except the r) to be heavier than 40 GeV[43,"]; these

masses are

m,2 = 2!(M 2 + p2 + 2M_) 4- ql (M 2 +/9 + 2M_v)2 - (_s r - M/_) 2 (IV.B.8)

with m i > m 2. A_e for Z° ---, r + X- is calculated as for the neutralinos, though now

we can write it explicitly:

(cos0/1,1= 2 v/2_-os 8 W M_, sr - M/_ sin ¢_
(IV.B.9)

where [4sl
q

t_(2¢_) = 2v_Mw(_,_v+ M_v)/(M_- _,_+ 2M_or) (IV.B.10)

The branching ratio is again given by eq. (IV.B.6).

= Rotation of r cis suppressed by m_./M, and the physical _",namdiffers from m, by O(m.,.v_lM_).
The effect on tau physics is negligible.



C. BRANCHING RATIOS

We fix tan 8v = 1/4, and plot branching ratio contours in the (#, M) plane.

The reg/_n ruled out by an excessively light chargino [see eq. (IV.B.8)] is shaded.

The region a/lowing observable cascade decays not involving the neutrino, e.g. "

z°-+x°xg
x°::

isnotshown, but can be foundinrefs.[44,46].BranchingratiosforZ° -+ _ X° are

shown inFig.24,whilethoseforZ° --+r+ X- areshown inFig.25. Where several

mass eigenstates arelighter than Mz, their branching ratios have been added.

BR(Z-,uX °) Contours in the #-M Plane, vz/v I = 4

2oo J

%1
IBO tl
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Figure 24: Branching Ratio Z° -,P, X°

We note that models with additional particle content could increase the size of

the mass matrix (IV.B.1), preserving the neutrino-neutralino mixing but leaving a
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-4oo -zoo o 2oo 4o0

(Gev)

Figure 25: Branching Ratio Z° --, r + X-

massless eigenstate. Then v r would not be so tightly restricted, and the branching

ratios could be larger than we predict here.

D. SIGNATURES

Neutralinos and charginos may decay either through the QDcL term or through

their mixing with leptons. We consider these two cases separately.

q

1. 2/>-Jet Decays

Models with explicit Rp violation and a fairly light squaxk predict the X° and

X- will decay through the QaD_La term, which arose from an L ,-, h x rotation on

the b mass term. Assuming t's are not kinematically allowed in the final state, X°

and X- decay as in Fig. 26, X°_ b bv_ and X-"* hb r-.
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ii mm..-_ .......... mm...._ bn III II

_o _ "'% _ . _ .w % b

I %, _u

(.) (b) "

Figure 26: a) X°--., 5bv,., b) X-'--* 5br-

Thus the primary signatures are:

Z° "* Pr X° Z° "* r+ X- (IV.D.1)
bb,_ l.., bbr-

The first is characterized by two b-jets with a large amount of missing mass. The

average jet energy is larger than for the cascade decays of eq. (IV.C.1). Background

for this signature combs from Fig. 27, but this Standard-Model diagram produces

jets of other flavors equally often. Thus, a predominance of b-jets signals neutralino
I

production.

ZO V U,d, c, s, b
,Z 0

U, d, C,S, b

Figure 27: Background for 2-Jet Decays with Missing Mass

The second has two b-jets and two r's. This signature is more challenging than

the previous one, since it has little missing energy and momentum, and has four

secondary vertices.
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2. Decays ,From X-L Mixing

In models without a QDCLterm, or in which squarks are very heavy, ;go and

X- decay through their mixing with L, as in Fig. 28.

U U

(a) a

d u

G _ G

Figure28: a) X°Decays,b) X- Decays

L

Thus the primary signatures are:

Z° _ _, X° Z° "" r+ X- Z° -" _, X° Z° -'* r+ X-

r..,udr- t.., dfiv, t.., ufi_,, t.., u_r-

(IV.D.2)

where (u, d) can be replaced by other flavors or by leptons.

The first two are characterized by two jets and a r, with a missing energy

but low missing mass. The third and fourth are similar to the signatures of the

previous subsection (and subject to the same background, Figure 27), but without

the characteristic b-jet dominance.

E. CONCLUSIONS

If R-parity is violated and _,. takes a vev, Z° decays involving a single neutralino

or chargino can occur with branching ratios large enough to be seen at LEP I. X° and

X- subsequently decay to either b-jets and leptons, or jets and leptons, depending
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on the model. The decay Z° _ 2 b-jets + missing mass, is particularly distinctive. If

½Mz < m x < Mz, these rare Z° decays may be the best way to Observe neutralinos

and charginos.
, ,

F. APPENDIX: v MASS LIMITS

Standard cosmology rules out a stable 35 MeV u r which annihilates predom-

inantly through the Z°. However, unstable 35 MeV u,'s produced in supernovas

would decay and flood the galaxy with characteristic photons (511 keV from u,

e+e-uu, or 17.5 MeV from u, _ u,-_). Below we give a few ways to circumvent these

arguments and allow a 35 MeV neutrino:

1. Make the decay v,. _ e+e-v u occur very rapidly, with lifetime less than 1000 s.

Then the decays occur within the supernova, and the photons are not detected

from Earth. This increases the predicted supernova luminosity; however, since

few 35 MeV v,'s are p,'oduced in the 3.5 MeV neutrinosphere, a small window

may exist here. This idea also requires large violation of both r- and p-number'.

the coefficients of CiJkLiLjE_ would need to satisfy C TMx C TM > 4 x 10-5.

2. Make v, stable, and alter the standard cosmological picture. For exanlple, let

the universe reheat after inflation to only a few MeV. Then v,'s do not overclose

the universe; they could even be the cold dark matter. This idea requires low-

temperature baryogenezi_[ 4r].

3. Make u, stable, and enhance the u, - _, annihilation rate by introducing a

singlet Majoron M, the Goldstone bosons of broken lepton number.[ 4sI Then

_,,._,. --* MM prevents overclosure, as noticed by Carlson and Hall [49], and

makes u, a dark matter candidate. We will present a supersymmetric Singlet

Majoron model which links Rp and L-breaking in a future paper,[ MI
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V. RULING OUTLARGE SNEUTRINO VEVS

Suddenly, as rare things will, it vanished.
- "One Word More" (Robert Browning)

A. INTRODUCTION

in supersymmetric models with minimal field content, it is quite likely that the

tau sneutrino acquire a large vacuum expectation value, [a0'31] This occurs because

the radiative mechanism which gives vevs to the Higgs doublets* causes v 2 > v 1.
p

This trigger s a negative mass-squared for the sneutrinos via the D = term in the

potential c_ (v_v 2 vi vi _ _)2 Smaller radiative _:orrections further depress the

mass-squared of the tau sneutrino, ensuring that it is the only sneutrino with a vev.

This is fortunate, since tau sneutrino vevs axe the least constrained.

We showed in eq. (IV.B.2) that for most values of M (the supersymmetry-

breaking wino mass) and # (the supersymmetric hlh 2 coupling), <ht> is constrained

to be small because it mixes the tau neutrino with the zino, giving the tau neutrino

a mass. For small (5_) this mass is

(V.A.1)\ rf2 cos 8 W] M}s2Z - .8lM#

where

' /s2_ = sin(2_), tan_ = v2/v_, v 1 -- + (_,,. (V.A.2)

Limits on the tau neutrino mass (mv < 35MEV)constrain (ht)_ 10GEV unless
II

M _ 1 TeV or I/_15 10 GEV.**

The above mechanism for the generation of a tau sneutrino vev suggests either

(5,) = 0 or (5_) -,, vi, v2; there is no reason for it to be small. Furthermore, making

*h1 couples to down quarks, and h z to up quarks. In this chapter, v1 - (h°) and v2 = (h_).

**Regior_ of small # and large M axe disallowed, since they have a light chargino.
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M > 1 TeV also requires a fine tuning. The last possibility is that # is lnuch less

than the other mass parameters in the low-energy theory. This is an attractive

possibility: /_ is the only supersymmetric mass term in the model, and has nc)

fundamental reason to be linked to the Scale of supersymmetry breaking. Models
b

with small _ and large (_) have been constructed [2sI. It is quite remarkable that
t$

they can be made realistic: in the limit# --, 0 not only is there a light state to be

identified as the tau neutrino v_by° = cv+sh_, but its SU(2) partner r phys= cr +sh_-

is also light. These models are of considerable interest as an example of how the

minimal low-energy supersymmetric model can lead to the unusual phenomenology

of broken R-parity[ TM.

There are many variant models with small/_ and large (9_>, dealing in various

ways with such questions as axions, Majorons, and cosmological domain walls. As

we saw in Chapter III, models with explicit Rp violation can also generatb a large

sneutrino vev, from the rotation L _ h 1 needed to eliminate Lh 2 from the super-

potential. [_] Since we consider only the higgsino/gaugino sector, we will show that

M1 such models with the usual neutralino and chargino mass matrices (in the small

limit) are excluded by LEP data and gluino searches.

b

B. THE ;_ = 0 MODEL

@

When # -- 0, we can rotate the lepton and Higgs superfields so that in the

rotated basis (_> = 0; the Rp viblation then shows up in terms like Q DCL and

LLE c. The chargino and neutralino mass matrices are the usual ones with/_ = 0

(and v 1 _ v_). One massless neutralino (v± _= s_h°+ c_h °) occurs, while the

remaining neutralino mass matrix is:
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( (bc_wq" S_v) M (1- b)swcwM 0 ) (zY)

( _ _ r/) (1 - b)swCw M (bs_v + C_w)M Mz Y_ (V.B.1)

. 0 M z 0 77

" where 7?_ c_h ° - s_h °. We will assume gaugino masses sc_le roughly as couplings,

so the gluino mass M_ - 3.65M, and the bino mass M E - bM where b - 0.49. For

M _ Mz the llghtest eigenstate X° is mostly photino, and has mass m x _ (s_v +
' e} ,,

bc_,) M = 0.6lM.

We use the following constraints, shown in Fig. 29:

• Z° width, v±'s contribution to the Z° width depends on tan/_. LEP data giving

N_ < 3,25 at the 95% confidence limit [1] restricts s2_ >_0.87, or 0.58 _<tan/_ <

1.73, as shown.

Excluded Regions & BR Contours in the (tariff-M) Plane

,00 IJ  "lJ JJI1l! ,1 11'.oo.v
1 4,I -----2xBR(Z-,v,X°)

80

2BR- 10°: 'x
40 '_

I I
o

0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5
tan B

Figure 29: Excluded Regions & BR Contours in the (tan/_- M) Plane
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• Chargino mass limits. LEP data [s°] shows the lightest chargino must be heavier

than Mz/2, giving

_M 2 + M_ - _//(]M 2 + M_) 2 -(s2_M_v) 2 > (_Mz) 2 (V,B,2)

This eliminates large M.

• Gluino mass limits. Gluinos produced in hadron colliders can decay via the dia-l,

grams of Fig. 30; the radiative diagram (b) has a significant branching ratio[SZ,52]_

for/_ _ 0 and M _<15 GeV. While Tevatron's published limit [5] M_ > 73 GeV

(M > 20GEV) assumes only decay (a)with a stable X° (photino) _, we must

account both for the subsequent decay Is3] of the X° (Fig. 31), and for the ra-

diative decay of Fig. 30(b). To calculate the relative rates of decays (a) and

(b), we used the formulas of ref. [51], with conservative values m t - 89GEV [4]

and ln(m_/mi) = 0. A Monte Carlo simulation Is4]gave M > 16 GeV at theg0%

confidence level, assuming M i = 3.65M.

_g_._ - g t V.LetN ....... q et et t_ el ,

(a) . i" (b) ,,.t
0 mQ ,=li 00_

Figure 30: Gluino Decay

_o V.L

Figure 31: k_ Decay
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• Rare Z° decays:

Z° "-*v±X° (V.B.3)
v±q

" and its CP conjugate. The branching ratio can be calculated from eq. (IV.B.6),

• giving roughly

2 x BR _ 1.4 x 10-4 16GEV \."_] (V.B.4)

This decay is distinguished by two jets (or sometimes l+l-) with missing energy

and missing mass. Higgs searches at LEP [21have looked for a similar signal from
,,

Z° ---, h°v; ,. Applying their cuts to our process, we find the remaining region

of Fig. 29 ruled out at the 90% confidence level.

C. MODELS WITH/_ _, 0

When/_ _ 0 the analysis is qualitatively similar, but more complicated in detail.

Rotating away the sneutrino vev now introduces an Lh 2 coupling, with coefficient

p(b_)/v_. The neutralino/neutrino and chargino/tau mass matrices are 5 × 5 and

3 x 3, respectively, with the additional parameters/_ and (_). The physical tau

and tau neutrino contain small admixtures of SU(2) triplets and singlets. The v±

is no longer massless, and will decay through the QDCL or LLE c operators. These

additional considerations made a numerical analysis necessary.
"t

We performed a computer scan of (tan/3, M,/z, (_r)) space near /_ 0, re-

quiring a tau neutrino mass under 35MEV [eq. (V.A.1)], and applying the same

constraints as in the previous section. We found that all points with (9_) >__10GEV

could be eliminated, again at the 90% confidence level.

t
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D. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered models with the minimal higgsino/gaugino sector, and the

usual gaugino mass ratios. Current _LEP data, combined with gluino mass limits,

rules out any such model With # _ 0 and a large sneutrino vev ((5_) >__10GEV),

at the 90% confidence level. Neutrino mass limits disallow large sneutrino vevs

everywhere else except for unnaturally large M, for which

(5,-) _ (10 GeV) M . (V.D.1)TeV

Therefore, unless the supersymmetry scale is unnaturally high, large sneutrino vevs

are experimentally ruled out for these models.
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VI. SUMMARY: TODAY'S CHALLENGE

These are the days of miracle and Wonder.

- Paul Simon, '¢rhe Boy in the Bubble"

" In this dissertation we have explored several models of new physics, involving

• a new U (1)' gauge group, and supersymmetry without R-parity (Rp).

All models with an extra U(1) _ gauge group, including most Graaad Unified

Theories, present an appealing dark matter candidate, a fermion which couples to

matter only through _he exchange of a heavy Z'. Here cosmology allows us to com-

pute a relation between the particle's mass and its cross'section with a germanium

detector. If a dark matter candidate is detected, and it satisfies that relation, we

will have learned a great deal about the U(1)' sector.

Supersymmetric models usually impose a discrete symmetry, Rp, to conserve

lepton- and baryon-number. The phenomenology of such models has been well

studied, largely making use of a stable lightest superpartner (LSP). Viable models

without Rp can be built, and it is worthwhile understandingtheir signatures, notably

rare Z° decays. On the other hand, many constraints exist on these models; we have

shown how one class of models with a large sneutrino vev is already ruled out.

There are many theoretical reasons to believe in physics beyond the Standard

Model, and a wealth of data discouraging that belief. While we can almost cer-

tainly expect to find interesting new physics at the SSC, our present challenge is to

' understand what models are allowed by the available data, and" to be prepared to

recognize the signatures of those models.
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